Abstract-In order to take the advantages of spatial modulation (SM) and support the multiple-access (MA) communications requiring high connectivity, we integrate the SM with DS-CDMA to propose a SM/DS-CDMA scheme, which is in favor of attaining both antenna diversity and frequency diversity. 
I. INTRODUCTION Spatial modulation (SM)
- [3] , which conveys information using jointly space shift keying (SSK) and conventional amplitude-phase modulation (APM), has drawn a lot of attention in research in recent years, and has been investigated from different perspectives, as shown by the overview, e.g., in [4] - [6] . In the domain of SM, recent studies include low-complexity transceiver design [7] - [11] , error performance and capacity analysis [12] - [16] , full-duplex SM [17] - [19] , compressive sensing assisted detection [20] , channel estimation [21] , [22] , physical-layer security [18] , [23] - [25] , massive MIMO based SM [26] - [28] , etc. In this paper, our focus is on the multiple-access (MA) communications providing high-connectivity in massive device (machine-type) communications environments [29] . On the topic of MA, in [30] , a two-user SM system with either singleuser or joint maximum likelihood multiuser detection (JML-MUD) has been considered. This two-user MA scheme has been extended to a general SM-assisted MA scheme in [31] , where both single-user (interference-unaware) detection and JML-MUD (interference-aware) have been studied. In [32] , the author has proposed an antenna-hopping scheme in conjunction with space-shift keying (SSK) modulation for achieving MA and transmit diversity. The authors in [13] have analyzed the error probability of a MA system employing SSK modulation, when assuming communications over Rayleigh fading channels. Furthermore, the references of [20] , [26] - [28] , [33] , [34] have considered the MA systems with SM in the category of massive MIMO. In all the above-mentioned references, MA is supported by the space (S)-domain resources. Hence, all of them belong to the family of space-division multiple-access (SDMA), which are hence referred to as the SM-modulated SDMA (SM-SDMA) for convenience of following description. However, in high-connectivity device (machine-type) communications, it is required to support a big number of users (devices, machines), which often results in system full-load or even overload. Consequently, a base-station (BS) receiver in the SM-SDMA systems has to employ a very big number of antennas that is on the scale of the number of users timing the constellation size of SSK [32] , in order for low-complexity detection to achieve sufficient reliability. In practice, however, it is highly challenging to deploy a communication terminal, even a BS, with a very large number of antennas, especially, when uncorrelated antennas are required. This is because there is usually physical space limit, and if there are many uncorrelated antennas, the system has to put heavy burden on channel estimation, which may consume a lot of system resources, including spectrum resource and energy.
Based on the above considerations, it is desirable to integrate SM with other types of MA techniques [35] - [37] . It is well known that in cellular wireless systems, direct-sequence code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA) has been adopted as one of the important MA techniques in the 2nd generation (2G), 3G and 4G uplink systems. 1 More importantly, towards the 5G, there are various non-orthogonal MA (NOMA) schemes [39] , including low-density spreading CDMA [40] , [41] , grant-free MA (GFMA) [42] , non-orthogonal coded access [39] , [43] , etc., having been designed on the basis of DS-CDMA, in order to support high-connectivity MA. Therefore, in this paper, we integrate SM with DS-CDMA, forming the so-called SM/DS-CDMA, in order to support the MA communications with the potential to provide highconnectivity. Note that in literature, the integration of multiantenna MIMO with CDMA (MIMO-CDMA) has been widely studied, as evidenced, e.g., by [44] , [49] , [50] and the references therein. In the conventional MIMO-CDMA systems, multiuser detector (detection) (MUD) design can benefit from the knowledge about both users' spreading sequences and the channel state information (CSI) of individual users. By contrast, in our considered SM/DS-CDMA systems, the indices of transmit antennas are used by SM for conveying information in the S-domain. Hence, before detection of the S-domain information, the receiver is unable to know which antenna is activated, and hence unable to tell which part of CSI should be used, even though the receiver employs the CSI from all transmit antennas. Consequently, the CSI is unable to be utilized for the multiuser interference (MUI) suppression executed before detection of the S-domain information. Therefore, the MUD design for SM/DS-CDMA systems is very different from that for the conventional multiuser systems. Recently, a SM-assisted sparse CDMA system has been proposed for supporting potentially a big number of devices [41] . Owing to the employment of sparse spreading, the message passing algorithm (MPA) has been introduced to achieve near-optimum performance but with significantly lower detection complexity than the JML-MUD. However, the MPA detection in [41] depends on the regular graphs, which are not easily scalable and often cannot be guaranteed in practical systems, especially, when active users are dynamic.
In this paper, we introduce a SM/DS-CDMA system having the potential to support high-connectivity, and propose the corresponding signaling and detection schemes. We assume random spreading codes for signaling, and propose the low-complexity MUDs that are flexible for operation with different number of users. As the results, our proposed SM/DS-CDMA scheme has the following advantages when compared with the legacy SM-SDMA schemes. First, SM/DS-CDMA exploits the degrees of freedom from both the S-domain provided by multiple receive antennas and the time (T)-domain or code (C)-domain relied on random spreading for supporting multiple users, as well as employs low-complexity flexible detection. It is hence robust and scalable for supporting a large number of and dynamic users, such as, in device (machinetype) communications [29] . Second, the transmitter in SM/ DS-CDMA system is capable of taking the advantages of SM, such as single RF chain and relaxed antenna synchronization, 1 Note that, the single-carrier frequency-division multiple-access (SC-FDMA) for 4G uplink can be explained as a DS-CDMA scheme that uses DFT matrix for spreading [38] . and is hence feasible for implementation. Third, in comparison with the SM-SDMA schemes, as above-mentioned, the number of receive antennas in a SM/DS-CDMA system can be significantly reduced. Hence, it is more practical to deploy uncorrelated antennas. Furthermore, as shown in our forthcoming discourses, MUI suppression in SM/DS-CDMA systems only makes use of the knowledge about the spreading codes assigned to active users, which are fixed during one transmission. Hence, the matrices used in MUI suppression are only required to be updated, when the state of active users changes. By contrast, in SM-SDMA system, the matrices used for MUI suppression have to be updated either when the state of active users changes or when any of the channels varies. Considering that the number of transmit/receive antennas in a SM-SDMA system for supporting high connectivity is very big, the updating rate of the matrices for MUI suppression should be extremely high. These arguments infer that the complexity of the MUD for SM/DS-CDMA can be significantly reduced in comparison with that for SM-SDMA.
In summary, the contributions and novelties of this paper are as follows:
• A SM/DS-CDMA system is proposed and studied with the motivation to support high-connectivity MA in device (machine-type) communications. We assume wideband DS-CDMA relying on random spreading, and experiencing frequency-selective fading. Hence, our SM/ DS-CDMA system can benefit from the frequency diversity for system performance enhancement.
• Due to the prohibitive complexity of JML-MUD, two classes of low-complexity MUDs are proposed for SM/DS-CDMA. In the first class of MUDs, the linear minimum mean-square error (MMSE) aided MUDs (MMSE-MUDs), which only exploit users' spreading sequences but are independent of CSI, are proposed to suppress MUI. This class of MUDs have very low complexity, but significantly degraded error performance when compared with the JML-MUD. Hence, the second class of MUDs, namely the MMSE-based iterative interference cancellation (MMSE-IIC), are proposed with an acceptable increase of complexity. Furthermore, as the error performance of MMSE-IIC is critically dependent on the reliability measurement of individual users' detection [51] , we propose two reliability measurement schemes for MMSE-IIC.
• The average bit error rate (ABER) of the SM/DS-CDMA systems employing representative detection schemes is mathematically analyzed, and corresponding ABER formulas are derived, which allow us to conveniently evaluate the achievable performance of the SM/DS-CDMA systems communicating over frequency-selective fading channels. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the proposed SM/DS-CDMA system model is described. Then, a range of MUDs for SM/DS-CDMA systems are addressed in Section III. The ABER of some SM/DS-CDMA systems is analyzed in Section IV, and in Section V, some simulation and numerical results are provided to illustrate and compare the achievable ABER performance of SM/DS-CDMA systems. Finally, Section VI summarizes the main conclusions of our research.
II. SYSTEM MODELS

A. Transmitter
Let us consider an uplink transmission, where K mobile users synchronously communicate with a BS. We assume that BS employs U receive antennas. Although different users may have different numbers of transmit antennas, but in order to avoid dealing with trivial cases, and focus our attention on the main issues concerned, we assume that all users have the same number of transmit antennas, which is expressed as M 1 . Therefore, following the principles of SM and assuming that one of the M 1 transmit antennas is activated for information delivery, 2 the number of bits conveyed in the S-domain is b 1 = log 2 M 1 . This component symbol is referred to as the M 1 -ary space-shift keying (M 1 SSK) symbol. In addition to the M 1 SSK symbol, b 2 = log 2 M 2 bits per symbol is also conveyed via employing a M 2 -ary amplitude phase modulation (M 2 APM), such as, M 2 -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), which is transmitted by the activated transmit antenna. This component symbol is referred to as the M 2 APM symbol. Consequently, the total number of bits transmitted by a user during a symbol period is b = (b 1 + b 2 ) bits. The joint of the M 1 SSK and M 2 APM symbols is referred to as a SM symbol.
The transmitter schematic diagram of the kth user in a SM/DS-CDMA system is depicted in Fig. 1 , which is similar to that in [41] , where sparse spreading is employed in order to implement MPA-based detection. As shown in the figure, the b-bit symbol is first divided into two component symbols, 
Then, x k is spread using a spreading waveform c k (t). Finally, after the carrier modulation and power amplification, the kth user's signal is transmitted from its m k th antenna determined by the M 1 SSK symbol m k . Correspondingly, the complex baseband 2 Explicitly, the studies can be readily extended to the generalized SM systems, which simultaneously activate multiple transmit antennas for information delivery in the S-domain. equivalent signal transmitted by the kth user can be written as
where N is the spreading factor, and P represents the transmitted power. In (1), the DS spreading waveform c k (t) is formed based on the spreading sequence assigned to the kth user, which is expressed as 
B. Receiver
Assume that the channel between a user and BS experiences frequency-selective fading, which generates L resolvable paths in the time (T)-domain at the BS receiver. Let us express the discrete-time channel impulse response (CIR) between the m k th transmit antenna of user k and the uth receive antenna at BS as h h h
m k ,l is complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and a variance of 1/(2L) per dimension. Then, the complex baseband equivalent SM/DS-CDMA signal received by the uth receive antenna of BS can be expressed as
where n(t) represents the circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian noise process, which has zero mean and a single-sided power-spectrum density (PSD) of N 0 . The receiver schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 2 . Each of the receive antennas employs one matched-filter (MF) matching to the received chip-waveform ψ Tc (t), whose output is sampled at the chip rate of 1/T c . In this paper, we assume a zero-padding (ZP) DS-CDMA scheme [45] - [48] , where ZP is applied in order to avoid inter-symbol interference (ISI) [47] . Hence, we can focus our attention on the impact of multiuser interference (MUI). Furthermore, although not implemented in this paper, the ZP relied DS-CDMA schemes are beneficial to employing frequency (F)-domain equalization (FDE) techniques [45] , [46] , [48] . This is because in comparison with the time-domain equalization, whose complexity is proportional to L, the complexity of FDE is proportional to log L [48] . Note that, using ZP introduces some overhead, which is however ignorable, when data are transmitted in blocks or/and when channels are not extremely frequency-selective, resulting in a big value of L [45] , [46] , [49] . Based on the above settings and assumptions, during a symbol duration, a total (N +L−1) samples can be collected for detection. Specifically, the (N + L − 1) observations obtained from the uth receive antenna can be expressed as
where In the second equation of (3), we have the definitions of
Let us define
Then, we can represent the U (N + L − 1)-length vector y y y as
where I I I U is a (U ×U ) identity matrix, and ⊗ is the Kronecker production [52] . From above description, we are inferred that multiple users in SM/DS-CDMA system are jointly supported by the S-domain and C-domain resources, as explicitly shown by the term of (I I I U ⊗ C C C) in (6) . Hence, in comparison with SM-SDMA system [31] , the number of receive antennas at a BS of SM/DS-CDMA system can be significantly reduced, when both systems support a similar number of users. Hence, in comparison with SM-SDMA, SM/DS-CDMA is more feasible for BS implementation, as deploying a big number of low-correlation antennas is not only limited by BS's physical space, but also adds heavy burden on channel estimation. In Fig. 11 , we will compare the BER performance of SM/DS-CDMA with that of SM-SDMA, associated with some further discussion.
III. DETECTION ALGORITHMS
We first consider the optimum JML-MUD, which allows us to gain insight into the potential of SM/DS-CDMA. In order to reduce the detection complexity, we then propose the MMSE aided joint spatial demodulation (MMSE-JSD), MMSE aided separate spatial demodulation (MMSE-SSD), and the MMSEbased iterative interference cancellation (MMSE-IIC).
A. Joint Maximum-Likelihood Multiuser Detection
Let us define two sets M 1 and M 2 , respectively, for all the possible SM symbols. Assume that BS employs the knowledge about the spreading sequences, and all the channels from the K users to BS. Then, based on (6), the JML-MUD detects the SM symbols of K users as
Upon invoking the definitions in (5), we can obtain
From (8) From (8) we can analyze the complexity of the JML-MUD, which is O cU KN LM
where c is a constant determined by the operations of multiplication, addition, etc., of complex numbers, while c is a constant taking into account the computation of matrix (vector) multiplication, addition, etc. This complexity is explicitly extreme for practical implementation, even when a moderate number of users is considered, especially in the case that the constellation size of SM, i.e., M 1 M 2 , is relatively large. In literature, there are various approaches proposed to reduce the complexity of the JML-MUD at the cost of certain performance loss [38] , [51] . Below we propose three MMSE-relying detectors, which have significantly lower complexity than that of the JML-MUD.
B. Minimum Mean-Square Error Aided Spatial Demodulation
In order to reduce the detection complexity in SM/DS-CDMA systems, we propose three detection schemes, namely the MMSE-JSD, MMSE-SSD and the MMSE-IIC. In both the MMSE-JSD and MMSE-SSD, the detection procedure is constituted by two stages. During the first stage, each receive antenna operates a linear MMSE-MUD, attempting to suppress MUI to separate the signals sent by K users. Then, during the second stage, K independent detectors are operated, with each one detecting the SM symbol of one user based on the corresponding signals provided by the U MUDs for that user. Furthermore, in MMSE-JSD, the M 1 SSK and M 2 APM symbols are jointly demodulated, while in MMSE-SSD, they are separately demodulated. By contrast, MMSE-IIC is an iterative detector, which uses K iterations to detect the M 1 SSK and M 2 APM symbols sent by the K users. Each iteration detects one user rendered the most reliable, whose interference on the later detected users is then cancelled in order to improve these later detected users' performance.
We should emphasize again that the MUD in SM modulated multiuser systems is different from that operated in the conventional multiuser systems, such as, DS-CDMA or SDMA systems [38] , [51] . In the conventional multiuser systems, CSI is usually the a-priori without carrying information, which can be directly exploited for MUI suppression. By contrast, in SM modulated multiuser systems, such as the SM/DS-CDMA in this paper, CSI is dependent on the transmitted information, which is unable to be utilized for MUI suppression before the detection of the M 1 SSK symbols. In more detail, from 
in order that C C C is full column rank and, hence, MUI can be efficiently suppressed. Otherwise, the detection performance may be poor. By contrast, in the conventional CDMA systems, linear MUDs usually only require N + L − 1 ≥ K to achieve efficient detection, owing to that the channel matrix is independent of the information transmitted. In our following discourses, however, we derive the MUDs without imposing the above-mentioned constraint of N + L − 1 ≥ KL, in order to demonstrate the impact of the invoked parameters on the achievable performance of the SM/DS-CDMA employing the proposed detectors.
As above-mentioned, both MMSE-JSD and MMSE-SSD are operated in two stages. During the first stage, a MMSE-MUD is operated associated with each of the U receive antennas. The outputs of the uth receive antenna after the MMSE-MUD can be expressed as
where W W W is the weight matrix derived in the sense of MMSE. Based on (3) and upon viewing H H H u (m m m s )x x x s as the signals to be estimated, we can readily show that the weight matrix achieving MMSE-MUD is given by [38] 
where
Explicitly, W W W is constant and is the same for all U receive antennas, provided that the state of active users maintains unchanged. Substituting (3) and (10) into (9) yields
where, for convenience, we expressed
n n n u . From (11) we can know that the L terms related to the kth user are given by y y y
where n n n
n n n u , which obeys the Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a covariance matrix of (12) we can deduce that the weight matrix for detecting the kth user is
u can be re-written as y y y
where, according to [53] , i i i
can be approximated as a Gaussian vector, distributed with zero mean and a covariance matrix of
Below we consider the MMSE-JSD and MMSE-SSD.
1) MMSE Aided Joint Spatial Demodulation (MMSE-JSD):
During the second stage of MMSE-JSD, K joint spatial demodulators (JSDs) are independently operated, each JSD jointly detects the M 1 SSK and M 2 APM symbols of one user. Specifically, the M 1 SSK and M 2 APM symbols of the kth user can be jointly detected in ML principle as
From (15), we can analyze that the complexity for detecting
Additionally, from (10), we can know that W W W is a constant matrix, which only needs to be computed once for all the U receive antennas and also for all the K users.
It is only required to be updated, when the state of active users changes. Therefore, the complexity contributed by MMSE-MUD is insignificant. Overall, the complexity of MMSE-JSD is linearly dependent on M 1 and M 2 , and is much lower than that of JML-MUD.
2) MMSE Aided Separate Spatial Demodulation (MMSE-SSD):
In order to further reduce the detection complexity, the M 1 SSK symbol and M 2 APM symbol of one user may be separately detected. MMSE-SSD follows this detection procedure. In detail, after MMSE-MUD, we have the outputs of (13) for detecting the M 1 SSK and M 2 APM symbols of user k. In (13) 
Therefore, after multiplying (13) with
where j j j
u . Based on (16), the M 1 SSK symbol m k can be estimated as follows. First, we form M 1 decision variables as
Then, for user k, the largest one is chosen from {Z (k) m }, whose subscript gives the estimate to m k . This can be described aŝ
After detecting the M 1 SSK symbol of user k, the channel knowledge about user k can be assumed to be known to BS. Hence, BS can use maximal ratio combining (MRC) to detect the M 2 APM symbol of user k, which can be represented aŝ
where Demod M2APM (x) denotes the process of M 2 APM demodulation [54] .
From (17) and (19), we can readily know that the com-
, which is lower than that of MMSE-JSD, provided that M 1 , M 2 > 2. However, as shown in Section V, the performance of MMSE-SSD is worse than that of MMSE-JSD. Furthermore, in the case of KL > N +L−1, the performance of both MMSE-JSD and MMSE-SSD is significantly degraded by MUI. Therefore, we below propose the MMSE-IIC, which has a slightly increased complexity than MMSE-JSD, but achieves a significantly enhanced performance.
C. MMSE-Based Iterative Interference Cancellation
The MMSE-IIC developed below is based on MMSE-JSD in conjunction with two types of reliability measurement schemes to be proposed. It is well-known that IIC experiences the error propagation problem. For this sake, it is critical that a user detected earlier is more reliable than a user detected later [38] . Hence, we choose MMSE-JSD, first, because it is capable of providing more reliable detection than MMSE-SSD, as shown by our performance results in Section V. Second, in both the cases of (N + L − 1) ≥ KL and (N + L − 1) < KL, the MMSE-MUD, either MMSE-JSD or MMSE-SSD, in Sections III-B.1 and III-B.2 have the same form of weight matrix, repeated here as
which is feasible for implementation. Additionally, we consider JSD instead of SSD, again, in order to mitigate error propagation, owing to the fact that MMSE-JSD outperforms MMSE-SSD in terms of the detection reliability.
As the achievable performance of IIC-type detectors is critically dependent on the accuracy of reliability measurement [51] , [55] , we first propose two reliability measurement schemes. The first one is referred to as joint SM reliability (JSM-Reliability) measurement, while the second one is referred to as the SSK-only reliability (SSKO-Reliability) measurement. In order to derive the JSM-Reliability measurement scheme, we start from the MMSE-JSD considered in Section III-B. According to the analysis in Section III-B, after MMSE-MUD, the processed observations
u is given by (12) , can be approximated as the Gaussian distributed random vector, with the PDF of
The estimates of JSD are given by them k ∈ M 1 and x k ∈ M 2 , which result in the maximum probability density of f (y y y (k) |m k ,x k ) among the M 1 M 2 densities yielded by all m k ∈ M 1 and all x k ∈ M 2 . In principle, the estimates of m k andx k are more reliable, when f (y y y (k) |m k ,x k ) is larger. Explicitly, the estimates of JSD are equivalently given by them k andx k , which yield the minimum among the M 1 M 2 decision variables of
where the indices i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,
given by (22) yields a larger density of (21), we can render the estimates ofm k andx k more reliable, if the corresponding Z (k) i is smaller. When we carefully observe (21), we can realize that the maximum density given by (21) (equivalently, the minimum decision variable of (22)) may not fully reflect the detection reliability. For example, let us consider a SM/DS-CDMA system with M 1 = 4 and M 2 = 2, and consider two detection cases. In the first case, the densities measured by the detector are 0.5 for one SM symbol of (m k , x k ), while 0.5/7 for all the other 7 SM symbols. By contrast, in the second case, the densities measured by the detector are 0.5 for one SM symbol of (m k , x k ), 0.49 for another SM symbol expressed as (m k , x k ), and 0.01/6 for the rest 6 SM symbols. If we measure the reliability based alone on the maximum density, both cases are identified to have the same detection reliability. However, for the above two cases, it is straightforward that the first case has a higher detection reliability than the second one. This is because, in the second case, h h h
Therefore, in our first JSM-Reliability measurement scheme, the kth user's detection reliability is measured by the quantity of
where min{·} and min 2 {·} represent, respectively, the minimum and second minimum of the M 1 M 2 decision variables given by (22) . We render the detection more reliable, when a η k is smaller. In other words, the detection ofm k andx k are believed more reliable, if min{·} has a bigger difference from min 2 
{·}.
Note that, we prefer (22) to (21) , because the computation of (22) is more stable in addition to the reduced computation, while the performance loss is indistinguishable.
During the detection, MMSE-IIC needs to update R R R for the kth undetected user can be expressed as
where R R R (s) −1 is the corresponding update after the sth iteration of detection, which is given later in (30) .
From the above analysis, we can know that the JSM-Reliability measurement first needs to compute M 1 M 2 decision variables in the form of (22) . Second, it is required to recompute the autocorrelation matrices of the interferenceplus-noise, as shown in (24), for all the users not yet detected. During the detection, a total of K(K + 1)/2 autocorrelation matrices in the form of (24) have to be computed. In order to reduce the complexity, below we propose the SSKO-Reliability measurement scheme, which has lower complexity than the JSM-Reliability measurement but is still highefficiency, especially when U takes a relatively large value.
Following the principles of MMSE-SSD as shown in Section III-B.2, when given the processed outputs z z z (k) u as shown in (16) , using the channel knowledge about the K users, M 1 decision variables can be formed as
for each of the K users. Then, for each user k, the ratio between the second largest and the largest among {Z
M1−1 } is evaluated, which is expressed as
where max 2 {·} returns the second maximum of the involved elements. Finally, the user having the minimum ratio is rendered as the most reliable user to be detected.
The rationality behind the SSKO-Reliability measurement scheme lies in the following two facts. First, when the M 1 SSK symbol is detected with higher reliability, the decision variable of (25) matching to the activated transmit antenna should with high probability be larger than the other (M 1 − 1) decision variables matching to the inactive transmit antennas. Hence, the ratio of (26) should in general be smaller. Second, when a M 2 APM symbol is detected with a higher reliability, the SNR for the M 2 APM detection should be relatively higher. Since the M 2 APM symbol is embedded in the variable as
its higher detection reliability implies that the decision variable matching to the activated transmit antenna has a relatively larger magnitude. Consequently, the decision variable matching to the activated transmit antenna is most probably larger than the other (M 1 − 1) decision variables, which match to the inactive transmit antennas. This in turn results in that the ratio of (26) becomes smaller. In order to describe MMSE-IIC, let R R R 
. Explicitly, we can express
Upon applying the matrix inverse lemma, we obtain
According to (20) , we can express in the above equation 
Furthermore, we have
. Consequently, multiplying C C C (s) on both sides of (29) and applying the above results, we have
As seen in (31), updating W W W
Hence, significant reduction of complexity is possible, when N and/or L are large.
With the above preparation, MMSE-IIC algorithm can now be described as follows:
Initialization: y y y (23) , when the JSM-Reliability measurement is employed, or (26) , when the SSKO-Reliability measurement is employed. Then, the most reliable user is given by:
3) Detection of the most reliable user: The M 1 SSK and M 2 APM symbols transmitted by the most reliable user is detected based on MMSE-JSD, as described in Section III-B.1. Let these detected symbols be expressed
by deleting the L columns related to the k (s) th user;
• Computing W W W (s) by (31);
• If the JSM-Reliability measurement is employed, computing R R R
for all the users not yet detected by (24) . The proposed MMSE-IIC detectors can be efficiently implemented using the existing algorithms proposed, e.g., in [56] . It can be shown that the complexity of the MMSE-IIC with SSKO-Reliability measurement, referred to as SSKO/MMSE-IIC, is on the order of 3 N U L) ), where c 1 , c 2 and c 3 are certain constants. Therefore, for a given N , U and L, the complexity of SSKO/MMSE-IIC increases linearly with K. By contrast, the complexity of the MMSE-IIC with the JSM-Reliability measurement, called as JSM/MMSE-IIC, is on the order where c 1 , c 2 , c 3 and c 4 are certain constants. Therefore, for given N , U and L, the complexity of JSM/MMSE-IIC increases linearly with K 2 . Furthermore, the detection delay of both MMSE-IIC detectors is also linearly depended on K. However, they are symbol-by-symbol detectors, and hence, their maximum detection delay is K symbols.
Finally, the complexity of the MUDs introduced above is summarized in Table I along with the complexity of the MUDs considered in [34] and [33] for the massive MIMO employing SM. Note that, the complexity shown in Table I is the complexity order of the corresponding MUDs, after ignoring the constants determined by the operations of, such as, multiplication, addition, etc. Note furthermore that, in principle, the ordered nearest neighbor search MMSE (O-NNS-MMSE) detector proposed in [34] is a search algorithm, which first uses the correlation and MMSE processing aiming to find a set of candidates near the optimum solutions, and then uses the JML principle to find the best possible solution. By contrast, the two detectors proposed in [33] , namely the message passing for generalized spatial-modulation (MP-GSM) and channel hardening-exploiting message passing for GSM (CHEMP) detectors, belong to the family of iterative parallel interference cancellation.
In both [33] and [34] , the massive MIMO scenario is considered, while our paper concerns about the device (machine-type) communications providing high-connectivity. Hence, in [33] , [34] , the value of U (typically > 100) should be much larger than that considered in this paper, which can be one to several. Correspondingly, for a given user, the number of channels to be estimated in massive MIMO systems should be much higher than that to be estimated in our SM/DS-CDMA system. Furthermore, massive MIMO principle requires that the number of users should be significantly lower than U . However, overloading multiple-access in device (machine-type) communications is the general requirement. Additionally, [33] , [34] assume narrow-band fading, without considering the complexity contributed by multipath fading.
IV. ANALYSIS OF ERROR PROBABILITY
We analyze the average bit error rate (ABER) of SM/DS-CDMA systems in two cases. First, we derive the singleuser ABER, when JSD is employed. This ABER serves as the ABER lower-bound as well as the approximate ABER 
A. Single-User ABER Bound of SM/DS-CDMA Systems With JSD
The ABER bound of SM with JSD has been analyzed in [14] . Our analysis below follows the procedures in [14] . However, the channels considered in [14] are flat fading channels, while the SM/DS-CDMA systems considered in this paper experience frequency-selective fading. When there is one user, the observation equation of (3) is reduced to
where the index k is ignored for simplicity, when there is no confusion. Correspondingly, the JML-MUD of (33) is reduced to the JSD of {m,x} = arg max m∈M1,x∈M2
Given that {m,x} is transmitted, an erroneous symbol {m,x} is detected, provided that there exists at least one test m =m and/or x =x, which makes
The average probability of this event, referred to as the average pairwise error probability (APEP) can be expressed as [14] , [57] 
expectation with respect to all the channels from the considered user to BS. Consequently, the union-bound for the ABER of the single-user SM/DS-CDMA system with JSD can be written as
×D({m,x}; {m, x})P EP ({m,x} → {m, x}) (36) where D({m,x}; {m, x}) denotes the Hamming distance between the binary representations of {m,x} and {m, x}.
mx , which is a (N + L − 1)-length complex vector, and for given C C C k , x andx, obeys the circularly-symmetric Gaussian distribution. Furthermore, γ u in (35b) can be written as
In g g g u , both h h h
m are circularly-symmetric Gaussian distributed. Hence, g g g u (n) in (37) are complex Gaussian random variables, which make γ u obey the Gamma distribution. However, the elements of g g g u are correlated, but γ u in terms of different u are independent and obey identical distribution. Based on the above analysis and the analysis in [38] , [58] , [59] , it can be shown that the APEP of (35a) has the form of
where det(·) denotes the determinant, and M M M is the covariance matrix of {g g g u } (or {g g g u }), expressed as
Equation (38) shows that the APEP can be computed provided that M M M is given. Below we derive M M M in the context of three cases. In the first case, we assume that the M 1 SSK symbol is detected in error, while the M 2 APM symbol is correctly detected. In this case, we have
In the context of the second case, we assume that the M 1 SSK symbol is correctly detected, while the M 2 APM symbol is detected in error. Then, we have
Finally, in the third case when both the M 1 SSK and M 2 APM symbols are simultaneously detected in error, we have
When taking the above three cases into account, and considering the facts that
independent of m andm, the ABER bound of (36) can be expressed as
In the derivation of the above expressions, we applied
as the average number of erroneous bits per M 1 SSK symbol [54] , whenever an error detection occurs with the M 1 SSK detection. Furthermore, in (41), (43) and (45), C C C k is full column rank and, hence,
has L nonzero eigenvalues. Let these nonzero eigenvalues be expressed as λ 0 , . . . , λ L−1 . Then, it can be shown that (46) can be expressed as
which explicitly show that the JSD is capable of attaining LU orders of diversity, with U orders corresponding to the U receive antennas, and L orders reflecting the L-tap frequencyselective fading.
As a demonstration, when L = 1,
has only one nonzero eigenvalue of one. In this case, (47) is reduced tō
which is the ABER bound provided in [14] for the SM systems experiencing flat Rayleigh fading.
B. ABER of SM/DS-CDMA Systems With MMSE-JSD
To derive the ABER of the SM/DS-CDMA systems with MMSE-JSD, we express (12) as y y y
where, again, the index k is neglected, when there is no confusion. As defined below (12) , in (49),
Then, when JSD is employed, {m k ,x k } is detected in the ML principle as in (15) . Therefore, given that {m,x} is transmitted by user k, an erroneous symbol {m,x} is detected, when there exists at least one test m =m and/or x =x, which makes
Since R R R k is a covariance matrix, it is a Hermitian matrix and its inverse can be decomposed as R R R
. With the aid of this property, we can show that the APEP between {m,x} and {m, x} can be expressed as (35a) associated with
Therefore, following the same procedure for analyzing the single-user ABER in Section IV-A and treating R R R Let the L nonzero eigenvalues of
Then, the approximate ABER of the SM/DS-CDMA systems with MMSE-JSD can be expressed as (47) . Let us below provide some results to illustrate the achievable error performance of the SM/DS-CDMA systems employing different detection strategies.
V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this section, we first show the BER performance of SM/DS-CDMA systems in Section V-A. Then in Section V-B, we compare the BER performance of SM/DS-CDMA with that of two existing schemes from references. Note that in the figures, the parameters used for defining systems and channel models are detailed. Furthermore, the APM used in our simulations is the QAM with Gray mapping [54] , and, unless explicitly notified, the 'Average SNR per bit' means the average SNR per bit per receive antenna.
A. BER Performance of SM/DS-CDMA
In the first set of BER results shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5, we assume that the SM/DS-CDMA system supports only one user and employs the optimum JSD, in order to show the potential performance achievable by SM/DS-CDMA systems, as well as to investigate the impact of the system parameters on the BER performance. Specifically, in order to highlight the frequency diversity gain achievable by SM/DS-CDMA systems, in Fig. 3 , we set U = 1. Explicitly, the BER performance improves, when the number of T-domain resolvable paths increases, implying that SM/DS-CDMA systems are capable of achieving higher frequency diversity gain. From (47) we can know that the order of frequency diversity achievable is equal to the number of T-domain resolvable paths, which is explicitly reflected by the BER performance shown in Fig. 3 .
In both Figs. 4 and 5, we illustrate the impacts of the modulation levels of M 1 SSK and M 2 QAM on the BER performance of SM/DS-CDMA systems. As shown in Fig. 4 , given the M 2 QAM and when the SNR is relatively high (such as, larger than -1 dB ), the BER performance of SM/DS-CDMA systems slightly improves, as the modulation level M 1 of M 1 SSK increases. The reason behind this observation is that the index-based modulation scheme M 1 SSK is an energy-efficient modulation scheme [54] . By contrast, Fig. 5 shows that the BER performance of SM/DS-CDMA systems significantly degrades with the increase of the modulation level M 2 of M 2 QAM, as the result that QAM belongs to the family of bandwidth-efficient modulation schemes [54] , which are not energy-efficient. Therefore, when given a total number of bits transmitted per SM/DS-CDMA symbol, we may assign more bits to M 1 SSK modulation and fewer bits to M 2 QAM, in order to achieve better BER performance. However, this arrangement needs to cost more resource from transmit antennas, which otherwise may be used for different purpose, such as for achieving transmit diversity. Finally, in these three figures, the BER performance of M 1 SSK, that of M 2 QAM, as well as the overall BER performance of SM/DS-CDMA systems are respectively illustrated. Explicitly, they are very close to each other, implying that the reliability of detecting M 1 SSK symbols and that of detecting M 2 QAM symbols are generally dependent on each other.
The second set of results include Figs. 6 and 7, where we show and compare the BER performance of the SM/DS-CDMA systems employing the MMSE-JSD, JSM/MMSE-IIC and the SSKO/MMSE-IIC, respectively. As shown in the figures, for the MMSE-JSD, we consider K = 1, 4, 8, 12, 16, while for the MMSE-IIC, we only consider the full-load case of K = 16. Furthermore, in both Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , the ABER of the SM/DS-CDMA systems employing the MMSE-JSD evaluated from the formulas derived in Section IV-B are provided. Explicitly, the ABER bounds can provide a tight approximation for the corresponding BER of the SM/DS-CDMA systems, especially when the systems are operated in a relatively high SNR region, resulting in that the BER is below 10 −2 . From Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , we observe that when the condition of K (N + L − 1)/L is not satisfied, error floor appears. Hence, when comparing Fig. 7 with Fig. 6 for given K and N , increasing L although provides higher frequency diversity gain, yielding BER improvement in low SNR region, it also imposes severer MUI, resulting in the BER degradation in relatively high SNR region. Finally, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7, both MMSE-IIC detectors significantly outperform the MMSE-JSD, while the JSM/MMSE-IIC is capable of achieving much better BER performance than the SSKO/MMSE-IIC.
In Fig. 8 , the BER performance of the SM/DS-CDMA systems employing MMSE-SSD is studied. Since the MMSE-SSD successively detects the SSK symbol and QAM symbol, the detection performance of QAM is greatly relied on that of SSK. In order to show this effect, we simply let K = 1. From Fig. 8 we observe that error floors present, when L×U = 8 and 16. The reason behind is that, when L × U is relatively small, the SSK's detection given by (17) is not optimal and hence less reliable due to the correlation existing among the channels from different transmit antennas. Furthermore, this less reliable detection of SSK results in channel's mismatch for the following QAM detection using (19) . By contrast, when the L × U is relatively large, according to the principles of massive MIMO [20] , [26] , [33] , [34] , the channel vectors in terms of different transmit antennas tend to become orthogonal. Therefore, the SSK detection of (17) converges to an optimum detector [54] , which enhances the following QAM detection and makes error floors disappear in the BER range of interest. Additionally, we observe that the curve corresponding to L = 2 and U = 16 with that corresponding to L = 1 and U = 32 are nearly in parallel, which means that the same diversity gain is achieved by both cases. In other words, the frequency diversity and spatial diversity are equivalent to each other in SM/DS-CDMA systems, when there is single user supported.
The third set of results, including Figs. 9 and 10, compare the BER performance of the SM/DS-CDMA systems employing various MMSE-based MUDs. Specifically, the comparison between MMSE-JSD and MMSE-SSD is depicted in Fig. 9 , showing that the MMSE-JSD significantly outperforms the MMSE-SSD in terms of BER performance, but at the cost of higher implementation complexity, as shown by the analysis in Sections III-B.1 and III-B.2. By contrast, in Fig. 10 , we compare the BER performance of the SM/DS-CDMA systems employing the JSM/MMSE-IIC and SSKO/MMSE-IIC, respectively. Explicitly, the JSM/MMSE-IIC significantly outperforms the SSKO/MMSE-IIC, at a cost of higher implementation complexity. As shown in Fig. 10 , when U = 16, both the MMSE-IIC schemes are capable of . However, due to its in incapability of MUI suppression, the SSKO/MMSE-IIC is not effective within this desired BER region.
B. Comparison With Legacy Schemes
In this subsection, we compare our schemes with two existing schemes from references. Specifically, the SM-SDMA scheme addressed in [31] and the MP-GSM detector proposed in [33] are considered. Fig. 11 compares the BER performance of SM/DS-CDMA with that of the SM-SDMA in [31] , when both of them employ JML-MUD. In order to make a fair comparison, we assume that the product of the spreading factor and the number of receive antennas in SM/DS-CDMA equals the number of receive antennas in SM-SDMA, i.e., the SM-SDMA system employs N × U receive antennas. 3 The 'Average SNR per bit' in Fig. 11 represents the average SNR per bit normalized by the number of receive antennas. We assume that signals in SM-SDMA system experience flat fading, corresponding to L = 1, while signals in SM/DS-CDMA system experience multipath fading with L = N paths, as the result that the bandwidth of SM/DS-CDMA is N times of that of SM-SDMA, when a given data rate is transmitted.
From Fig. 11 , it can be observed that, when N × U is relatively large, such as 64, which is practically true when high connectivity is motivated, the two schemes achieve nearly the same BER performance. By contrast, when N × U is small, the BER performance of SM-SDMA system is slightly better than that of SM/DS-CDMA system. However, the SM-SDMA scheme does not perform well in low SNR region, and its BER Comparison of BER performance of the SM-SDMA systems employing the JSM/MMSE-IIC and MPA-MUD [33] , respectively. performance may be slightly worse than that of the SM/DS-CDMA scheme (as seen in Fig. 11 , when the BER is above 0.01 in the case of K = 6). Furthermore, the SM-SDMA scheme is more sensitive to the number of users supported than the SM/DS-CDMA scheme. As shown in Fig. 11 for the case of N × U = 9, the BER performance of SM-SDMA degrades noticeably, while that of SM/DS-CDMA maintains nearly the same, as the number of users increases from K = 1 to K = 6. From our previous discourses, we can recall that in SM/DS-CDMA systems, using T-domain spreading codes facilitates to achieve the low-complexity MUDs, where the high-complexity matrix inverse is independent of channels' states, and is required to be updated only when the state of active users changes. By contrast, in the SM-SDMA types of systems, this type of high-complexity computation has to be updated, whenever the channels or the state of active users change. Considering that a SM-SDMA system requires a big number of antennas to support high-connectivity, making the overall channel highly time-variant, the burden of the MUD-related computation should be extreme, in addition to the heavy burden imposed on channel estimation. Therefore, in contrast to SM-SDMA, SM/DS-CDMA is more feasible for supporting high-connectivity MA. Finally, the comparison between SM-SDMA and SM/DS-CDMA is summarized in Table II , explicitly showing the trade-off between the two schemes. Fig. 12 compares the BER performance of the SM-SDMA systems employing, respectively, the JSM/MMSE-IIC, the MP-GSM detector proposed in [33] , and the MMSE-MUD. The complexity of the JSM/MMSE-IIC and MP-GSM detectors is compared in Table III , when both of them are assumed to be operated in SM-SDMA or SM/DS-CDMA systems. As shown in Fig. 12 , the JSM/MMSE-IIC and MP-GSM detectors achieve nearly the same BER performance, which is significantly better than that of the MMSE-MUD. In terms of the complexity, when operated in the SM-SDMA scenario, JSM/MMSE-IIC has the same order of complexity as MMSE-MUD, due to the channel-relied matrix inversion. If in this case the number K of users dominates the complexity, the complexity of JSM/MMSE-IIC may be higher than that of MP-GSM detector. However, in the SM/SDMA scenario, especially when massive MIMO is considered, we usually have U > K. In this case, the complexity of MP-GSM detector should be higher than that of JSM/MMSE-IIC, as M 1 M 2 >> 2 is the usual case, and hence U KM 1 M 2 >> 2U K = U K + U K > U K + K 2 . By contrast, when SM/DS-CDMA is considered, as shown in Table I of Section III-C, the complexity of JSM/MMSE-IIC can be significantly reduced, thanks to the channel-independent weight matrix involved in the MMSE-MUD. However, as shown in Table III , the complexity of MP-GSM detector increases significantly, and may be much higher than that of JSM/MMSE-IIC, if wireless channels are highly dispersive. This is because MP-GSM detector has to calculate the PDFs of all observation nodes. When operated in SM/DS-CDMA systems, the observations are no longer scalars, but L-length vectors, which result in that the complexity is depended on L 4 . Additionally, the complexity of MP-GSM detector is the product of L 4 U K and the modulation order M 1 M 2 , which hence imposes the constraint on using high order modulation schemes.
VI. CONCLUSION
By exploiting the joint advantages of SM and DS-CDMA, a SM/DS-CDMA system has been introduced for supporting high-connectivity MA communications. Correspondingly, a range of linear and nonlinear MUDs have been proposed and investigated. We have analyzed the single-user ABER bound of the SM/DS-CDMA systems employing JSD, and the approximate ABER of the SM/DS-CDMA systems employing MMSE-JSD. A range of formulas have been obtained, which can be used to conveniently predict the BER performance of SM/DS-CDMA systems. Furthermore, the BER performance of SM/DS-CDMA systems with various detection schemes has been investigated and compared.
From our studies and performance results, we observe that both frequency-selective fading and receive antennas may be equivalently used for different purposes, such as, to provide diversity for improving BER performance, to enhance the effectiveness of some detectors, etc. For linear MUDs, frequency-selective fading cannot be exploited for MUI mitigation. In this case, a larger number of resolvable paths results in severe MUI, yielding performance degradation. By contrast, with the aid of our proposed reliability measurement schemes, the MMSE-IIC based detectors are capable of exploiting the frequency-selective fading for MUI suppression, making these detectors significantly outperform the linear MUDs, but at the cost of slightly increased detection complexity and delay. Furthermore, both the MMSE-IIC relied detectors are able to effectively suppress MUI, even when the SM/DS-CDMA systems are full-load or even overload. In particular, when the number of receive antennas is sufficiently large, the BER performance achieved by the JSM/MMSE-IIC is close to the single user bound, even when the SM/DS-CDMA systems are overload. This implies that the JSM/MMSE-IIC is capable of achieving near-optimum BER performance, while requiring the implementation complexity significantly lower than that of the optimum JML-MUD.
